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Abstract

We propose to search for wrong displaced vertices, where decay products of the secondary vertex

move towards the primary vertex instead of away from it, as a signature for microscopic violation

of causality. We analyze in detail the leptonic sector of the recently proposed Lee-Wick Standard

Model, which provides a well motivated framework to study acausal effects. We find that, assuming

Minimal Flavor Violation, the Lee-Wick partners of the electron, ℓ̃e and ẽ, can produce measurable

wrong vertices at the LHC, the most promising channel being qq̄ −→ ¯̃
ℓeℓ̃e −→ e+e−jjjj. A Monte-

Carlo simulation using MadGraph/MadEvent suggests that for Mℓ . 450 GeV the measurement

of these acausal vertex displacements should be accessible in the LHC era.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Despite all the phenomenological success of the Standard Model (SM), the large quantum

corrections to the Higgs potential require a fine tuning that makes it unnatural as a complete

theory. This fine tuning is known as the hierarchy problem and can be avoided if there is

new physics at the TeV scale, the energy scale that will be explored at the Large Hadron

Collider (LHC). Finding a solution to the hierarchy problem that can also be tested soon

by the upcoming experiments at the LHC provides a very strong motivation for building

extensions to the Standard Model.

A recent proposal that solves the hierarchy problem is the Lee-Wick Standard Model

(LWSM) [1], based on ideas of Lee and Wick [2, 3] for a finite theory of quantum electrody-

namics. In the LWSM each SM particle has a Lee-Wick (LW) partner of the same statistics.

The only new parameters of the model are the LW mass matrices. LW particles have a

kinetic term with the opposite sign to the usual one for SM particles, leading to partial

cancellations in loop corrections that eliminate quadratic divergences.

Different theoretical and phenomenological aspects of the LWSM have been discussed

recently in Refs. [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].

A very interesting and distinctive feature of the LWSM is its acausal behavior. This

might be a serious problem of the theory if acausal effects could persist to macroscopic scales,

leading to paradoxes. For a general discussion of causality see Coleman lectures, Ref. [21].

It has been argued that if LW particles decay fast enough the violation of causality would

happen on a very small time scale and macroscopic causality would still be preserved as an

emergent property [19].

Besides its phenomenological interest, LW-type theories also give the theoretical frame-

work to discuss acausality. A LW version of the O(N) model has been used to check the

consistency of the acausal theory to all orders in perturbation theory [19]. The authors

have shown that there is a well-defined S-matrix in scattering processes, that provides a

one-to-one map from the past to the future. Although a similar result for the LWSM would

be much more difficult to obtain, the result of Ref. [19] is encouraging. The properties in

thermal equilibrium have also been examined to further check if multiple scattering can lead

to macroscopic acausal behavior [20].

The main question we address here is the following. Given a theory that allows for
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microscopic violations of causality, but which is still free from paradoxes at the macroscopic

level: Is it possible to propose an observable that could reveal a microscopic violation of

causality by solely analyzing the in and out states of the S-matrix? We answer this question

in the affirmative and to this purpose we define a wrong vertex displacement as a vertex

displacement in which the decay products coming from the secondary vertex have a total

momentum that points from the secondary to the primary vertex and its invariant mass

corresponds to a new resonance1. As we discuss in the next Section, acausal theories give

rise to wrong vertex displacements.

As a direct application of the general question here addressed and the above defined ob-

servable, we analyze in this article the possibility of measuring a wrong vertex displacement

as a signature of a LW resonance at the LHC. We investigate which LW particles could have

the smallest widths to produce the largest wrong vertex displacements.

To answer this question we study in detail the flavor interactions of the leptonic sector in

the LWSM. We obtain that if the LW sector satisfies Minimal Flavor Violation (MFV), the

best candidate to produce wrong displaced vertices is the LW electron associated to the SU(2)

doublet. In order to investigate the possibility of measuring a wrong vertex displacement

at the LHC, we perform Monte Carlo simulations using MadGraph/MadEvent [23] to study

which are the conditions such that there is a LW particle stable enough to produce an

observable wrong vertex displacement. We find that for LW masses satisfyingMℓ . 450 GeV,

these particles would produce displacements in the transverse plane greater than 20µm

at cross-sections that would be measurable in the LHC era. Another good candidate to

produce observable wrong vertex displacements is the LW partner of the electron in the

singlet representation of the gauge group. Other LW particles seem to be out of the reach

of the LHC for these purposes, but could still be observed by direct production, although

it would be more difficult to discriminate them from other candidates of new physics. A

wrong displaced vertex on the other hand, would be a characteristic signature for an acausal

particle.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we show that acausal resonances lead

to wrong vertex displacements and argue that, in the LWSM, LW leptons are the best

1 A similar experimental signature, but without requiring the total momentum of the decay products to

have a fixed invariant mass, is called “large negative impact parameter (LNIP)” in Ref. [22].
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candidates to observe them. In Section III we analyze the flavor structure in the leptonic

sector of the LWSM, and we obtain the mass eigenstates and the interactions in this basis.

In Section IV we compute the widths for different LW-leptonic physical states and conclude

that the first generation of LW-charged leptons will have a considerably smaller width than

other LW particles. In Section V we discuss which are the necessary conditions to identify

the desired events and we design a set of cuts and procedures to isolate our signal at the

LHC. We end with our conclusions in Section VI. Details of the diagonalization of the

leptonic mass matrix and the interactions between mass eigenstates can be found in the

Appendices.

II. WRONG VERTEX DISPLACEMENTS

One of the main purposes of this article is to propose the measurement of wrong vertex

displacement associated to processes that go through LW resonances at the LHC. A normal

(non-LW) resonant state, produced by some initial particle collision, propagates typically for

the space of time allowed by its mean lifetime before it decays into lighter particles. Unlike

the usual case, the opposite occurs for LW resonances: decay products precede production.

However, for the theory to be consistent it should forbid the temporal exploration of this

time-scale. On the other hand, it is possible to probe spatially this acausal behavior by

means of the detection of displaced decay vertices corresponding to relatively ‘long-lived’

LW resonances and through the measurement of certain kinetic variables related to the decay

products.

When a normal resonance is created with non-zero momentum, the total momentum

of the decay products points from the decay point (secondary vertex), in the outgoing

direction from where the resonance was created (primary vertex)2. Of course, this is a

direct consequence of the outgoing direction of the momentum of the resonance.

On the other hand, the presence of LW –or any acausal– resonances may be detected

by observing an opposite pattern: the resulting momentum of the decay products heads

2 A familiar case where this has been observed corresponds to the B mesons. After these particles are

created, they travel some distance in the laboratory frame before they decay. One can infer the time

elapsed between the production and decay points to obtain a measure of the B mesons mean lifetimes.

This kind of measurements have been performed by using different techniques at LEP, Tevatron and the

B factories [24].
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inwards, from the secondary towards the primary vertex.

This particular behavior may be understood by means of a quantum mechanical argu-

ment as well as in a formal way using an S-matrix description. In the first case, Lee and

Wick [2, 3] and Coleman [21] have argued that, in a process going through a LW resonance

in the center of mass frame, decay products would appear before collision takes place. In

this picture, incoming particles collide in the same spatial point where decay products come

from. Moreover, incoming and outgoing particles have zero total momentum in this frame

of reference. If this whole process is boosted in some direction and its events are accord-

ingly Lorentz transformed, one easily retrieves the wrong displaced vertex described in the

previous paragraph. (Moreover, just a Galileo transformation is enough for this purpose.)

We show pictorially in Fig. 1 this production and decay process mediated by an acausal

resonance in both reference frames.

Alternatively, and in a more formal way, a recent paper by Grinstein, O’Connell and

Wise [19] may also help us to understand this behavior. They compute the transition ampli-

tude between arbitrary two-particle states mediated by LW resonances using the S-matrix

description of quantum field theory. The final result of this calculation, which corresponds

to Eq. (46) in their paper, is the following

〈ψout|ψin〉 ≃
g2
√
M

2(2π
√
ω2)

3/2
F̂ (−Mω/

√
ω2)Ĝ(−Mω/

√
ω2)eiM

√
ω2

e−Γ
√

ω2/2 . (1)

The relevant argument for our analysis lies in the functions F̂ and Ĝ which essentially

contain the information about the distribution of momenta in the initial and final states,

respectively. Both F̂ and Ĝ are peaked around3 q ≈ −Mω/
√
ω2, where q stands for the

total four-momentum of the incoming/outgoing particles, ω = zD − zP is the space-time

separation between the positions of the decay (zD) and production (zP ) vertices associated

to the intermediate LW-resonant state, and M represents its mass. Due to the relative sign

between q and ω, the secondary vertex is displaced from the primary towards the opposite

direction of q. Consider now the case where the total momentum of the incoming particles

is different from zero in the laboratory reference frame, as for instance t0 in the target frame

in Fig. 1. This means that if q points towards the right in the figure, then the traces of the

3 Instead, the relation q ≈Mω/
√
ω2 is satisfied by a causal resonances. See Eq. (34) in Ref. [19].
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Target Frame

t0

tac

t1

t2

Center of Mass Frame

FIG. 1: Pictorial description of the collision and decay process through an intermediate LW reso-

nance, as seen in two reference frames. The dashed circle is the center of mass of the system. The

gray (black) disk signals the position of the primary (secondary) vertex in the target frame. The

acausal behaviour sets in at time tac, when the decay products appear before the LW resonance

is created. At long times before and after the collision (t0, t2) the configuration seems equivalent

to the causal case, except that the extrapolated secondary vertex lies to the left of the primary

vertex and the decay products move towards the primary vertex instead of away from it. As it is

explained in the text, the same final result (t2 as an out state of a t0 in state) is rigorously derived

using the S-matrix formalism without inquiring what happens during the process, that is, without

a microscopic description between tac and t1.

decay products should appear to come from a secondary vertex located at the left of the

primary vertex, as it happens at t2 in the target frame in Fig. 1. As a matter of fact in an

S-matrix description one has access only to these two times (t0 and t2), since it is senseless

to inquire what happens during the process. This is the way the atypical displacement
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pattern of secondary vertices arises in scattering processes mediated by LW resonances in

the S-matrix description. Other consequences of Eq. (1) are further discussed in Ref. [19].

As a last remark, we mention that this equation has been derived in the narrow resonance

approximation which is valid in the case under study here (typically, for a LW electron with

M ∼ 300 GeV, we find Γ ∼ 10−11 GeV).

There is a point we should clarify in order to avoid misunderstandings in the interpretation

of what we have discussed in the previous paragraphs. Within the context of the S-matrix

formalism, it does not make sense to rise the question about the time nor the position the

vertices take place since we only deal with asymptotic states in this framework. In order

to establish a proper connection between this theoretical approach and observations, it is

necessary to perform measurements far away from the region where the resonance propagates

and at times well separated from the interval of time the propagation takes. These conditions

are indeed satisfied at the LHC: measurements are carried out far outside the interaction

region and within a relative long-time window that contains the entire process of creation

and decay of the LW resonances. Thus, the vertex positions are not measured (in the

sense that measurements do not perturb the dynamics of the system at the vertices) but

only indirectly obtained by extrapolating the traces left by the outgoing particles along the

detectors.

Once we have justified how the LWSM (or any theory with acausal particles) could give

rise to a wrong vertex displacement, we may focus on how this signature could be observed

in this specific model.

The first important question to address is about the existence of general reasons to expect

a LW particle to have a very small width. The width is determined by the masses and the

interactions between the particles involved in the decay process. Present constrains on the

LW masses coming from EWPT [15, 17, 18] indicate that the lowest allowed masses for

LW quarks and LW-intermediate bosons are close to 3 TeV, whereas the Higgs sector is

only constrained to have masses above ∼ 400 GeV [25]. On the the other hand, there are

no limits on LW-leptonic masses other than those coming from direct lepton search, which

give a lowest bound of ∼ 100 GeV [26]. Besides the mass range difference between the LW

leptons and the LW quarks, these last have the additional interaction with the gluon and the

LW gluon. Therefore, the LW quarks are expected to have a total width greater than the

LW leptons. A similar reasoning holds for the LW-intermediate bosons, which have stronger
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constraints and prompt decays. Hence, we conclude that LW leptons may be expected to

be less unstable4 and, therefore, the more propitious to give a wrong vertex displacement

signature.

The next important feature when explicitly analyzing the LWSM is that, since the cre-

ation of a single LW lepton ℓ̃e is suppressed in this model, is more likely to observe two

wrong displaced vertices than one. For instance in the process pp → ¯̃
ℓeℓ̃e → X1X2 both

ℓ̃e’s would produce wrong vertex displacements and hence their decay products X1 and X2

would have their respective total momentum pointing towards the primary vertex. This

situation, as expected at the LHC, is shown in Fig. 2.   
secondary #1

     secondary #2

p p

FIG. 2: Two wrong vertex displacement expected in the LWSM. Decay products coming from both

secondary vertices travel towards the primary vertex, instead of moving away from it.

In the next Section we study the LW-leptonic sector in order to obtain the mass eigen-

states that should be created to give the sought signal, and their interactions.

4 A few days before the submission of this work, Ref.[25] reported a low bound for the Higgs mass in ∼ 400

GeV. Although we have not performed the due analysis, we expect that the many decay channels open

for the LW Higgs would increase its width considerably above the one expected for the LW leptons. In

any case, we clarify that this does not modify our results.
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III. FLAVOR IN THE LEPTONIC SECTOR OF THE LWSM

The LWSM is usually formulated in terms of flavor eigenstates. The particle content of

the fermion fields of the model is shown in Table I. A generation index is omitted, however

when along the text it is required to specify the generation, a corresponding sub-index will

be added.

The Yukawa interactions mix the SM fields with the LW fields and are not diagonal in

the generation space. In order to understand flavor issues in the LWSM, and to be able

to determine which are the ‘longest-lived’ acausal states, it is suitable to work in the mass

eigenstates basis. With this objective, in this Section we first show how a change of basis

may isolate the Yukawa terms within each generation, and then how a second change of

basis performed within each generation gives the final physical states. We finish with an

analysis of the interactions resulting from these physical states .

leptons quarks SU(2)





ℓν

ℓe





L

,





ℓ̃ν

ℓ̃e





L,R





qu

qd





L

,





q̃u

q̃d





L,R

2

νR uR , ũL,R 1

eR , ẽL,R dR , d̃L,R 1

TABLE I: Fermionic fields in the LWSM. The neutrinos are Majorana particles. The right handed

neutrino νR does not have a LW partner. The dimension of the SU(2) weak isospin representation is

indicated in the last column. A generation subindex is omitted here, but it will be shown whenever

necessary.

A. Mixing between generations

After the Higgs breaks the EW symmetry, the mass terms for the charged leptons in the

LWSM are given by:

Le = −(ēR − ¯̃eR)m′
e(ℓ

e
L − ℓ̃eL) + ¯̃ℓeRMℓℓ̃

e
L + ¯̃eRMeẽL + h.c., (2)
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where Mℓ,e are the mass matrices of the LW lepton doublet and singlet, and m′
e = yev/

√
2

is a 3 × 3 matrix in generation space, where generation indices are understood. Notice,

for future purposes, that although the LW leptons are vector-like, only the Left- (Right-)

chirality of the LW-doublet (singlet) is present in the the Yukawa interactions.

The Yukawa mixings between different generations can be diagonalized performing the

following SM rotations:

eR → Ae
ReR , ẽ→ Ae

Rẽ ,

ℓeL → Ae
Lℓ

e
L , ℓ̃e → Ae

Lℓ̃
e ; (3)

where Ae
L,R are the usual unitary matrices of the SM diagonalizing the Yukawa couplings

of the charged leptons. Note that we have transformed both the Left- and Right-handed

components of ẽ (ℓ̃e) with the same matrix Ae
R (Ae

L). In this new basis the mass terms

become:

Le = −(ēR − ¯̃eR)me(ℓ
e
L − ℓ̃eL) + ¯̃ℓeRA

e†
LMℓA

e
Lℓ̃

e
L + ¯̃eRA

e†
RMeA

e
RẽL + h.c., (4)

with me the diagonal mass matrix of the SM. If we impose MFV in the LW sector, the

matrices Mℓ,e are proportional to the identity and we can trade Mℓ,e → Mℓ,e13×3, with

Mℓ,e ordinary numbers. Therefore, Eq. (4) is diagonal in the generation space and one can

consider the mixings between SM and LW leptons for each generation isolated from the

others, as far as the mass terms are concerned5.

We consider now the neutral leptons of the LWSM. Ref. [10] showed that it is possible

to preserve the familiar see-saw mechanism, without destabilizing the Higgs mass, by in-

troducing a very heavy Right-handed neutrino, and no LW partner is needed for νR. The

corresponding mass Lagrangian is:

Lν = −ν̄Rm
′
ν(ℓ

ν
L − ℓ̃νL) − 1

2
ν̄c

RmRνR + ¯̃ℓνRMℓℓ̃
ν
L + h.c., (5)

with mR the Majorana mass of the Right-handed neutrino and a non-diagonal Dirac mass

m′
ν = yνv/

√
2. As before, the mixings between generations can be diagonalized with the

5 If we relax MFV and allow for general Mℓ,e, it is not possible to diagonalize the mass matrix in the

generation space with the usual SM transformation, and the mixings depend on the unknown parameters

of the LW sector, see Ref. [8].
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usual SM transformations:

νR → Aν
RνR , ℓνL → Aν

Lℓ
ν
L , ℓ̃ν → Aν

Lℓ̃
ν . (6)

Note again that both chiralities of ℓ̃ν transform in the same way. Assuming MFV in the

LW sector, the LW mass term remains diagonal. The only possible source of flavor mixing

in the mass terms is the Majorana mass, and thus the generation mixings are suppressed by

this very high scale.

We consider now the effect of the previous transformations in the interactions. Since

the neutral current interactions are invariant under those transformations, the interactions

with the photon, the Z, the neutral Higgs and their LW partners do not change flavor.

Particularly important for the phenomenology are the following terms:

LNC = −(Zµ + Z̃µ)[g
eL
z (ℓ̄eLγ

µℓeL − ¯̃
ℓeγµℓ̃e) + geR

z (ēRγ
µeR − ¯̃eγµẽ) + gνL

z (ℓ̄νLγ
µℓνL − ¯̃

ℓνγµℓ̃ν)] , (7)

LNY = − ye√
2
(ēR − ¯̃eR)(h− h̃ + iP̃ )(ℓeL − ℓ̃eL) − yν√

2
ν̄R(h− h̃− iP̃ )(ℓνL − ℓ̃νL) + h.c. , (8)

where g
eL,R
z and gνL

z are the Z couplings of the SM leptons, ye,ν are the diagonal Yukawa

couplings, and h̃ (P̃ ) stands for the neutral scalar (pseudoscalar) component of the LW-Higgs

field.

As usual, the charged current (CC) interactions are flavor changing. In terms of the new

fields we obtain:

LCC = − g2√
2
(W+

µ + W̃+
µ )(ℓ̄νLγ

µV ℓL − ¯̃
ℓνγµV ℓ̃e) + h.c. , (9)

LCY = ye(ēR − ¯̃eR)V †h̃−(ℓνL − ℓ̃νL) − yν ν̄RV h̃
+(ℓeL − ℓ̃eL) + h.c. , (10)

where V = Aν†
L A

e
L is the usual Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata leptonic mixing ma-

trix [27]. We can see from Eqs. (9) and (10) that, assuming MFV, all the flavor changing

interactions are determined by the SM parameters.

B. Mixings between SM and LW leptons

The charged lepton mass eigenstates can be obtained by making a simplectic rotation

for each generation, similar to the one performed in Ref. [17, 18]. For each generation, we

define three dimensional flavor eigenvectors containing the SM charged lepton and their LW

partners, ẽ and ℓ̃e:

Et
L = (ℓeL, ẽL, ℓ̃

e
L) , Et

R = (eR, ẽR, ℓ̃
e
R) , (11)
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(note that we have changed the basis order compared with Refs. [17, 18]) and three dimen-

sional mass eigenstate vectors:

E t
L = (E1

L, E2
L, E3

L) , E t
R = (E1

R, E2
R, E3

R) , (12)

related by a simplectic rotation in the following way:

EL,R = Se
L,REL,R . (13)

Expanding in powers of Yukawa insertions, at leading order the mass eigenstates coincide

with the flavor eigenstates, and the mixings are suppressed by powers of me/Mℓ,e,

EL,R = EL,R + O(me/Mℓ,e); (14)

where E1
e,µ,τ are the usual electron, muon and tau. We show the diagonalization using this

approximation in the Appendix A.

The neutral lepton mass eigenstates are Majorana fermions, and all the mixings are

suppressed by at least one power of mR. Similarly to the charged leptons, we define a vector

containing four Majorana neutrinos for each generation:

N t = (ℓνL + ℓνc
L , νR + νc

R, ℓ̃
ν
L + ℓ̃νc

L , ℓ̃
ν
R + ℓ̃νc

R ) , (15)

and a four dimensional mass eigenstate vector:

N t = (N 1,N 2,N 3,N 4) , (16)

related by a simplectic rotation:

N = SνN . (17)

There is a light neutrino N 1, whose mass is given, at leading order in Yukawa insertions, by

the usual see-saw mechanism. There are two neutrinos N 3,4 that can be associated with the

degrees of freedom of ℓ̃ν , with masses Mℓ + O(mν), and a fourth heavy neutrino N 2 that

can be associated with νR, up to corrections of order ∼ O( mν

mR
). We show the details of the

diagonalization in the Appendix A. As an interesting aspect of this result, we notice that

the usual see-saw mechanism is not destabilized by the addition of a LW neutrino with ∼
TeV mass.
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C. Interaction features of the mass eigenstates

To obtain the interactions between the mass eigenstates one has to perform the above

simplectic rotations of the charged and neutral leptons in the interaction terms. This can

be done immediately by using the rotation matrices of Appendix A. The details of this

calculation are found in Appendix B, where we explicitly show the interactions between the

mass eigenstates.

Once we have the interactions of the mass eigenstates its decay properties are analyzed

straightforward. For the purposes we follow, we are interested in the decay of the acausal

charged and neutral leptons E2,3 and N 3,4.

We begin analyzing neutral currents (NC). These interactions do not change flavor, how-

ever they can produce the interaction between different mass eigenstates. This is not the

case for the electromagnetic interaction, since the SM leptons and their LW partners have

the same electromagnetic charge and hence heavy leptons can not decay at tree level elec-

tromagnetically. On the other hand, the interactions with Z (and W̃ 3 and B̃) mix different

mass eigenstates within a given generation because not all the leptons with a given chirality

have the same Z-coupling, for example: ẽL, and ℓeL and ℓ̃eL, although being all Left-handed

charged fermions –see Eq. (11)– have different Z-couplings. Therefore, the heavy charged

leptons can decay via E2,3 → Z+E1, with a suppression factor me/Mℓ,e in the amplitude. In

the flavor basis this is understood as a Yukawa insertion times a suppressing LW-fermionic

propagator, as shown in Fig. 3. The heavy neutral leptons can decay by a similar process

to Z + N 1, but in this case with an extra Majorana suppression mν/mR.

The neutral Higgs interactions (NY) mix mass eigenstates. The charged leptons E2,3

interact with the light leptons E1 with Yukawa strength ye and no extra suppression. The

coupling between neutral leptons N 3,4 and N 1 is proportional to yν , but it is suppressed by

mν/mR since a virtual νR is needed to generate this interaction.

The charged current interactions also mix mass eigenstates and in addition, as usual,

different generations. The heavy charged leptons E2,3 can decay to W +N 1, with a coupling

constant proportional to the leptonic mixing matrix V . The dominant charged current

decays have amplitudes suppressed by me/Me for E2 and by m2
e/M

2
ℓ,e for E3, where the

Yukawa insertion me has the same generation index as the decaying lepton. It is interesting

to notice that this different suppression factor could also be understood through the flavor
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basis point of view, where the key difference comes from the Yukawa couplings, since the

Yukawa terms only couple ℓ̃eL to ẽR. On the other hand, the amplitudes for the neutral

leptons decay, N 3,4 → E1 +W , is proportional to the corresponding V and is suppressed by

me/Me, but the Yukawa insertion me has the generation index corresponding to the final

lepton E1. This is a crucial difference, since the contribution from a tau as a final lepton

enhances the LW-neutrinos width.

The interactions with the charged LW Higgs h̃± (CY) mix mass eigenstates and different

generations. The coupling which drives E2,3 → h̃±N 1 is proportional to ye and V , but

the one corresponding to E3 has an extra suppression ∼ me/Mℓ,e. Again, this difference is

traceable to the different chiralities of the LW fields entering into the Yukawa interactions.

At leading order, the coupling in charge of N 3,4 → h̃±E1 is proportional to the Yukawa of

the final charged lepton, ye, without extra suppressions. Again, the tau contribution will

enhance the LW-neutrinos width through this channel.

Using Appendix B, we summarize the relevant interactions for the decay of the LW-mass

eigenstates E2,3 and N 3,4 in Table II.

lepton|interaction NC NY CC CY

E2
β

mβ
e

Me
δαβ yβ

e δαβ mβ
e

Me
V aβ yβ

e V aβ

E3
β

mβ
e

Mℓ
δαβ yβ

e δαβ
(

mβ
e

Me,ℓ

)2
V aβ yβ

e
mβ

e

Me,ℓ
V aβ

N 3,4
b

(mb
ν)2

MℓmR
δab ya

ν

(

ma
ν

mR
∓ ma

ν

Mℓ∓mR

)

δab mα
e

Mℓ
V † αb yα

e V
† αb

TABLE II: Relevant interactions for the decay of the LW leptons. We show explicitly the indices

a, b = 1, 2, 3 that number the generations of neutrino mass eigenstates, and α, β = e, µ, τ that

correspond to flavor. mα
e and ma

ν stand for the corresponding Dirac masses: mα
e = yα

e v/
√

2 and

ma
ν = ya

νv/
√

2. For the NC interactions involving E i or N i and Z we show only the decaying

lepton in the first column, thus the couplings correspond to E2
β → Z + E1

α, E3
β → Z + E1

α and

N 3,4
b → Z + N 1

a , for the first, second and third line respectively. A similar situation holds for

the other interactions that drive the following decays: NY(E2,3
β → h + E1

α,N 3,4
b → h + N 1

a ),

CC(E2,3
β → W +N 1

a ,N 3,4
b →W + E1

α), CY(E2,3
β → h̃+N 1

a ,N 3,4
b → h̃+ E1

α). This table is obtained

from Appendix B results.
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IV. WIDTH OF NARROW LEE-WICK RESONANCES

In this Section we explicitly compute the width of narrow LW resonances. As we will

see, the magnitude of these widths will select the first generation E2
e and E3

e –the subindex

indicates the first generation– as the best candidates to produce wrong vertex displacements

at the LHC. It is worth to mention that this study is based on the analysis of two-body

decays, unless something different is stated.

In the previous Section we found that E2,3
α decays were suppressed by the Yukawa yα

e , that

corresponds to the generation of the decaying LW particle. Therefore, as a general feature,

the mass states associated to the first generation are more stable than the others. On the

other hand, the dominant decays of N 3,4 involve charged interactions that mix generations,

and are proportional to the Yukawa of the final charged lepton. Hence, the tau channel

dominates and gives a larger width for these LW neutrinos. We compute explicitly the

decay width for the E2,3 and N 3,4 LW-mass eigenstates of the first generation.

A. E2 total width

The NC decay E2 → Z+E1 is suppressed by m2
e/M

2
e (the partial width is proportional to

the coupling square), without flavor change. A similar suppression factor is present for the

decay through CC interactions, but in this case the final neutrino can have any flavor, with

a coefficient given by V , that is near to tribimaximal mixing. The NY decay E2 → h + E1

is controlled by the Yukawa coupling, without flavor change and extra suppressions (and

similar for h̃ and P̃ , although we expect them to be heavier than the SM Higgs, and for this

reason we will neglect them in the rest of our analysis). This channel is open if Me > mh,

otherwise it proceeds through a virtual Higgs, giving a three body decay. The charged

Yukawa coupling of the heavy fermion also drives the CY decay E2 → h̃− + N 1, with the

flavor of the final neutrino controlled by V . As previously discussed, at leading order the

ratios of the widths of E2
e , E2

µ and E2
τ are given by: m2

e : m2
µ : m2

τ . Meaning that the

electron-resonance, E2
e , is the most stable state in this group.

In Fig. 3 we show the Feynman diagrams corresponding to the different decay channels

of E2
e doing a perturbative expansion in the mass insertions.

In Fig. 4a we show the partial widths of E2
e as a function of Mℓ, for Mℓ ≃ Me, with
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NC:

E2

Z

E1

≃
ẽ

Z

e
e〈H〉

+
ẽ

Z

ẽ e

〈H〉

CC:

E2

W

N 1

≃
ẽ

W

e
ν〈H〉

NY:

E2

h

E1

≃
ẽ

h

e

CY:

E2

h̃−

N 1

≃
ẽ

h̃−

ν

FIG. 3: Feynman diagrams for the decay channels of E2 ≃ ẽ + O(me/Mℓ,e), expanding in powers

of mass insertions.

mh = 200 GeV. We can see that the width is dominated by the charged current decay

and for Mℓ = 300 GeV (600, 1000 GeV) the corresponding ‘lifetime’ is τE2
e
≃ 2 · 10−14 s

(8 · 10−15, 4 · 10−15 s).

B. E3 total width

From Table II we obtain that the decays of E3 are similar to those of E2, analyzed in the

previous section, except that the charged channels have an extra suppression factor me/Mℓ,e

in the interactions. For this reason the decay of E3
e is dominated by the neutral decay

channels E3
e → Z + E1

e and E3
e → h + E1

e , and its total with is smaller than the width of E2
e .

For mh = 200 GeV and Mℓ . 700 GeV the NC channel dominates. In Fig. 4b we show the

partial widths of E3
e as a function of Mℓ, for Mℓ ≃ Me, with mh = 200 GeV. For Mℓ = 300

GeV (600, 1000 GeV) the corresponding ‘lifetime’ is τE3
e

= 4 · 10−14 s (2 · 10−14, 9 · 10−15 s).
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FIG. 4: (color online) (a) Partial widths of E2
e as a function of Me ≃ Mℓ and mh = 200 GeV.

The dotted (blue) line corresponds to Γ[E2
e → h + E1

e ], the dashed (red) line to Γ[E2
e → Z + E1

e ],

the dotted-dashed (green) line to Γ[E2
e → W + N 1], and the solid (black) line to the total width.

The CC decay dominates the width. (b) Partial widths of E3
e as a function of Me ≃ Mℓ and

mh = 200 GeV. The dotted (blue) line corresponds to Γ[E3
e → h + E1

e ], the dashed (red) line to

Γ[E3
e → Z + E1

e ] and the solid (black) line to the total width. The NC decay dominates the width

for Mℓ . 700 GeV if mh & 200 GeV.

There is an important three-body decay channel that could increase the width of E3:

E3
e →W−W+ E1

τ . At a perturbative level, this process is given by the decay ℓ̃ee → ℓ̃νa W
− →

W−W+ τ , with a virtual ℓ̃νa and a suppression factor mτ/Mℓ (much larger than the usual

me/Mℓ). However, in the MFV scenario, this process is forbidden by a GIM-like mechanism.

C. N 3,4 total width

The decay of N 3,4 through neutral channels is suppressed by a Majorana mass ∼ m2
ν/m

2
R,

as shown in Table II. If the small neutrino masses are generated by the see-saw mechanism,

these decay channels have a huge suppression and can be neglected. On the other hand, the

decay through charged current interactions, N 3,4
b →W + E1

α, with α = e, µ, τ , is suppressed

by V †αbmα
e /Mℓ. Let us consider the decay of the heavy neutrinos N 3,4

1 → W + E1
τ , since

neither of the matrix elements V †α1 is small, this channel is suppressed by m2
τ/M

2
ℓ only,

giving rise to a rather large partial width ∼ 2 · 10−4 GeV for Mℓ ∼ 300 GeV. A similar
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thing happens with the other mass eigenstates N 3,4
2,3 . The decay through charged LW-Higgs

interactions is also flavor changing, and for this reason the dominant channel is proportional

to the τ Yukawa. Thus, due to the large mass of the τ and the large flavor mixings in the

leptonic sector of the SM, the neutral heavy leptons have a small ‘lifetime’ ∼ 10−25 s, and

we do not expect them to produce vertex displacements.

V. EXPERIMENTAL PERSPECTIVES

From the previous Section we conclude that the best candidate to produce an ob-

servable wrong vertex displacement is the LW electron associated to the SU(2) doublet,

E3
e ≃ ℓ̃ee + O(me/Mℓ,e), since it is expected to have the smallest width, or largest ‘lifetime’.

For notational simplicity in the discussion that follows we will refer to the mass eigenstate

E3
e and E1

e as ℓ̃ee and e, respectively. We study now the production and detection of a pair of

charged LW electrons in colliders like LHC and ILC. First, we enumerate a set of conditions

we pursue in order to achieve a clear identification of events arising from the decay of these

particles.

• The LW electrons will be mostly produced in pairs (single production is suppressed

by a factor me/Mℓ,e) via EW interactions6:

qq̄ → A,Z, B̃, W̃ 3 → ¯̃
ℓeeℓ̃

e
e . (18)

Thus, we require a pair of correlated LW electrons, meaning that both of them are

created in the same single primary vertex. Since all the LW interactions are determined

by the SM couplings, the production cross section only depends on the value of the

LW masses.

• Under the MFV hypothesis, the ℓ̃ee mainly decays –through neutral interactions– into

an electron and a Z or a Higgs boson, which in turn can decay into a fermion pair.

For a reasonable Higgs mass 115 GeV < mh < 300 GeV and a LW mass 100 GeV <

6 We have not taken into account mixings in the gauge-boson sector at this stage since they turn out to be

highly suppressed (M2
(W,Z)/M

2
(W̃,B̃)) and we do not expect to have significant variations in the process we

are considering.
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Mℓ < 1000 GeV, either the Z channel dominates the decay or is halved by the Higgs

channel. Assuming a Z channel for the ℓ̃ee decay, Eq. (18) leads to:

¯̃ℓeeℓ̃
e
e → Ze+Ze− . (19)

Each Z can decay hadronically or leptonically, leading to a final state with an electron-

positron pair and in addition: (i) four jets, (ii) two jets and a lepton-antilepton pair,

or (iii) two lepton-antilepton pairs, depending on whether both, one or none of the Z

decays hadronically.

• We will require that the traces corresponding to one of the electrons and two of the jets

(or one electron and one lepton-antilepton pair) converge in a vertex well separated

from another vertex defined by the extrapolation of the traces of the remaining electron

and a pair of jets. The relative position of these secondary vertices in the transverse

plane is such that it brings forward the presence of two wrong vertex displacements

and it is essential in the positive identification of acausal resonances. We will return

to this point below.

• A fourth requirement is related to the measurement of the invariant mass correspond-

ing to the decay products of the two LW electrons. We will see below that the recon-

struction of the LW-electron mass is a necessary condition to distinguish acausal from

causal resonances. This can be obtained by measuring the invariant mass of the three

particles emerging from each displaced vertex, as explained in the previous paragraph.

The resulting physical situation corresponds to the one illustrated in Fig. 2. Projecting

that picture onto the transverse plane, we can obtain the unusual position of the vertices

in relation to the traces associated to them: traces of particles that go into the lower half

plane converge from the vertex located in the upper region, and vice versa (this is what we

stated as the essential condition in the third item). We see that the resulting momentum of

the decay products is directed from the secondary towards the primary vertex.

Returning to the fourth item, we understand why it is necessary to reconstruct the LW-

electron mass. For instance, if it turns out that some of the product particles is not detected

(missing energy), it could happen that the true resulting momentum of the decay products

points in the opposite direction (i.e., from the primary to the secondary vertex), as it would
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happen in the causal case7. By measuring the invariant mass of the decay products it is

possible to distinguish among both situations.

A. Displaced vertices at the LHC

We briefly discuss the production and detection of LW-charged lepton pairs at the LHC.

As already explained, since we look for displaced vertices away from the primary vertex,

we will require the transverse displacement to be larger than a reference value that we

take as ∆x = 20µm. For a particle with mass M and transverse speed vT , demanding it

to travel a distance larger than ∆x results in the condition vT γ τ > ∆x, where γ and τ

are its relativistic factor and lifetime. This is equivalent to the following condition on the

transverse momentum: pT > M∆xΓ, where Γ is the total width of the resonance. This

rough estimate allows us to obtain an approximate minimum transverse momentum pT for

the LW resonance as a function of its mass. In the case of the LW-charged lepton associated

to the SU(2) doublet, ℓ̃ee, we obtain the following cuts in its transverse momentum:

Mℓ =



















300 GeV

400 GeV

500 GeV

=⇒ pT &



















450 GeV

980 GeV

1700 GeV

. (20)

Thus, only for light LW leptons we expect to obtain a sensible cross section after we demand

a minimum distance between the primary and secondary vertices.

We used MadGraph/MadEvent [23] to obtain the total production cross section of a

LW-charged lepton pair at the LHC with a center of mass energy of 14 TeV. We have also

computed the cross-section after a cut in pT such that the transverse vertex displacement is

greater than ∆x = 20µm. Fig. 5 shows a simulation for the pT distribution and its cut in

¯̃
ℓeℓ̃e production at the LHC. We plot our results for a relevant range of LW masses in Fig. 6,

where we have taken mh = 200 GeV. These results are slightly suppressed if mh is lower,

see Table III. As a general feature we see that the cross section after the cut has a strong

dependence with the LW scale. For Mℓ = 300 GeV the total cross section is rather large,

7 This may occur in decays of supersymmetric particles. For example, if we consider the process t̃ → tG, the

visible stop decay products may recoil against the invisible Goldstino in a direction towards the primary

vertex [22].
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∼ 66 fb, and after the cut we still have a sensible cross section ∼ 11 fb for mh = 200 GeV

and ∼ 8 fb for mh = 150 GeV. On the other hand, for Mℓ & 500 GeV, there is not enough

energy at the LHC to create the highly boosted LW leptons.

0 500 1000 1500 2000

0.00001

0.0001

0.001

pT (ℓ̃e) [GeV]

1 σ
d

σ
d

p
T

[G
eV

−
1
]

FIG. 5: pT distribution for ¯̃ℓeℓ̃e production at the LHC setting Mℓ = 400 GeV. The shaded

region –which survives after the cut in pT – represents the events that would produce wrong vertex

displacements greater than ∆x = 20µm. We used MW̃ = MB̃ = 3 TeV and a center of mass energy

of 14 TeV. The first resonance corresponds to Z and the second one to W̃ 3 and B̃, whereas the

tail for high pT is due to the lack of available energy in the quarks of the proton’s beam.

Once created, each energetic LW lepton will mostly decay into a hard electron and Z (we

will consider mh = 200 GeV from now on). The electrons will have a very large pT because

they are produced in a two body decay of a heavy LW lepton, and also because the LW

state itself has a large pT . For instance, for Mℓ = 200 GeV the pT distribution of the final

hardest electron is centered in pT ∼ 200 GeV, whereas for Mℓ = 400 GeV is centered in

pT ∼ 900 GeV, see Fig. 7. Therefore, although the cut in the transverse momentum of the

LW lepton suppresses the production cross section, at the same time, it allows us to impose

hard cuts in the pT of the most energetic lepton, pT & O(200) GeV, with low impact in the

signal. Each Z gauge boson may decay leptonically or hadronically. The charged leptonic

decay leads to a very clean final state, but has a small branching ratio, giving a cross section

that is too small (unless the LW leptons are very light). Even the case where only one of
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FIG. 6: Total (upper line) and pT -cut (lower line) cross-sections for ¯̃ℓeℓ̃e production in LHC. The

pT cut ensures that the wrong vertex displacement is greater than ∆x = 20µm.

Mℓ[GeV] σt[fb] σcut|mh=200 GeV [fb] σcut|mh=150 GeV [fb]

300 66.7 11 8.4

400 27 3.5 2.6

500 15 - -

TABLE III: Cross section for the production of a LW-lepton pair at the LHC, simulated with

MadGraph/MadEvent. The second column, σt, is the total cross section. The third and fourth

columns correspond to the cross sections after the cut in the transverse momentum for mh = 200

GeV and mh = 150 GeV, respectively, needed to obtain an observable displaced vertex. The empty

box corresponds to a cross section σ . O(10−3) fb.

the Z bosons decays leptonically may be out of reach, due to the small production cross

section after the cut (20), see Table III. The hadronic Z decay dominates, producing a jet

pair for each vector. (Choosing this decay channel reduces the cross section of Table III

by approximately 50%.) Therefore, the signal corresponding to the dominating channel is
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defined by a very energetic electron-positron pair and four jets:

e+e−jjjj . (21)

The intermediate Z will also have a large pT , and could give rise to collinear jets, with small

angular separation. In this case both jets could be resolved as a single jet. Each pair of jets

with an invariant mass corresponding to the Z, when considered together with the proper

lepton e±, will have an invariant mass peaked around the LW-lepton mass.
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FIG. 7: (color online) pT distribution for the most energetic electron in the signal e+e−jjjj after

imposing the cut on the pT of the LW-leptons to obtain wrong vertex displacements greater than

∆x = 20µm. The dotted (red), dashed (blue) and black (solid) lines correspond to LW masses

Mℓ = 200 GeV, 300 GeV and 400 GeV, respectively.

The backgrounds for the signal here presented do not seem to cause further complica-

tions. However, a detailed SM background analysis should be performed to verify that the

whole luminosity for the eejjjj signal data –with a suitable cut in the electrons’ transverse

momentum of pT (e) > 200 GeV– can be collected to perform an off-line analysis (this is

known as an un-prescaled trigger). Afterwards, the peculiarity of this signal would need a

proper vertexing algorithm to cope with the correct wrong vertex assignment.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we have defined a new signature called wrong vertex displacement which is a

distinctive and model independent signal for new acausal resonances. Microscopic violation

of causality is a feature of the Lee-Wick Standard Model [1], a well motivated model that

can solve the hierarchy problem of the SM. We have proposed to use this new observable to

detect acausal LW resonances at the LHC.

In order to determine whether the LW particles can produce measurable vertex displace-

ments, we have made a detailed analysis of flavor in the leptonic sector of the LWSM. We

obtained that assuming MFV the dominant decay channels of the charged LW leptons ℓ̃ee

and ẽe are suppressed by the small charged Yukawa couplings, leading to tiny widths for the

first generation of LW electrons (relaxing MFV in the leptonic sector leads to much larger

widths, thus we do not expect to obtain measurable vertex displacements in that case). For

LW lepton masses of the same order, Mℓ ∼Me, the best LW candidate to produce a wrong

vertex displacement at the LHC is the LW electron associated to the SU(2) doublet, ℓ̃ee.

The LW electron singlet ẽe could also produce measurable wrong displaced vertices, al-

though the production cross section is somewhat smaller due to the larger width compared

with the previous case. The ẽe decays predominantly through CC interactions to Wνi, lead-

ing to a final state with large missing energy and making it impossible to reconstruct the

mass of the intermediate resonances.

We have performed a Monte Carlo simulation and computed the cross-section to pair

produce ℓ̃ee’s which could generate wrong vertex displacement greater than ∆x = 20µm.

Our result is that for LW-leptonic masses satisfying Mℓ . 450 GeV it would be possible

to observe wrong vertex displacements in the LHC era. The most promising final state is

defined by e+e−jjjj, with highly boosted electrons and the jets coming from the hadronic

decay of a pair of Z gauge bosons. This final state allows the reconstruction of the LW-

leptonic masses. Although a full simulation analysis is needed, our study remarkably shows

that low luminosities could confirm this signal: demanding five events would require an

integrated luminosity of 1 (3) fb−1 for Mℓ = 300 (400) GeV. The observation of this signal

would point to the existence of acausal resonances, whereas its non-observation would not

rule out models with this kind of particles, but could put lower bounds on the LW scale and

give us information about the flavor structure of this particular model.
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APPENDIX A: DIAGONALIZATION OF THE LEPTONIC MASS MATRICES

In this section we diagonalize the leptonic mass matrices. We consider first the sector of

charged leptons, using Eq. (4) and MFV we can disentangle the mixings between generations.

Using Eq. (11) we can write the quadratic Lagrangian as:

Le = iĒ 6∂ηeE − ĒRMeEL − ĒLM†
eER , (A1)

where ηe = diag(1,−1,−1) and

Me =











me 0 −me

−me −Me me

0 0 −Mℓ











. (A2)

The independent simplectic rotations SL,R defined by Eqs. (11,12,13) diagonalize Me and

satisfy the following relations:

Me,phys = Se†
R MeS

e
L , Se

RηeS
e†
R = ηe , Se

LηeS
e†
L = ηe , (A3)

where Me,phys is the physical mass matrix, which is diagonal. Expanding in powers of

ǫe,ℓ = me

Me,ℓ
≪ 1 we obtain the following eigenvalues:

me[1 +
1

2
(ǫ2ℓ + ǫ2e) +

1

8
(7ǫ4ℓ + 7ǫ4e + 10ǫ2ℓǫ

2
e)] + O(ǫ6ℓ,e) , (A4)

Me[1 − ǫ2e
2

M2
ℓ

M2
ℓ −M2

e

− ǫ4e
8

5M6
ℓ − 9M4

ℓM
2
e

(M2
ℓ −M2

e )3
] + O(ǫ6ℓ,e) , (A5)

Mℓ[1 +
ǫ2ℓ
2

M2
e

M2
ℓ −M2

e

+
ǫ4ℓ
8

5M6
e − 9M4

eM
2
ℓ

(M2
ℓ −M2

e )3
] + O(ǫ6ℓ,e) . (A6)
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and for Se
L,R we get:

Se
L − 1 =











ǫ2e
2

−ǫe ǫ4
ℓ

ǫ2e−ǫ2
ℓ

−ǫe ǫ4e(ǫ2e−2ǫ2
ℓ
)

2(ǫ2
ℓ
−ǫ2e)2

ǫ2
ℓ
ǫe

ǫ2
ℓ
−ǫ2e

−ǫ2ℓ
ǫ2
ℓ
ǫe

ǫ2e−ǫ2
ℓ

− ǫ4
ℓ
ǫ2e

2(ǫ2
ℓ
−ǫ2e)2











, Se
R − 1 =











ǫ2
ℓ

2
ǫ4e

ǫ2
ℓ
−ǫ2e

−ǫℓ
−ǫ2e

ǫ2
ℓ
ǫ4e

2(ǫ2
ℓ
−ǫ2e)2

ǫℓǫ
2
e

ǫ2
ℓ
−ǫ2e

−ǫℓ ǫℓǫ
2
e

ǫ2e−ǫ2
ℓ

ǫ4
ℓ
(ǫ2

ℓ
−2ǫ2e)

2(ǫ2
ℓ
−ǫ2e)2











. (A7)

The solution for the second and third generations is obtained exchanging the index e by µ

or τ . This solution is valid for Mℓ 6= Me, the solution for Mℓ = Me can be obtained in a

similar way.

We consider now the sector of neutral leptons. Using Eqs. (5) and (6) and imposing

MFV we can disentangle the generation mixing. From Eq. (15) we can write the quadratic

Lagrangian as:

Lν =
i

2
N̄ 6∂ηνN − 1

2
N̄MνN , (A8)

where ην = diag(1, 1,−1,−1) and

Mν =















0 mν 0 0

mν mR −mν 0

0 −mν 0 −Mℓ

0 0 −Mℓ 0















. (A9)

The simplectic rotation matrix Sν , that diagonalizes Mν , see Eq. (17), satisfies:

Mν,phys = Sν†MνS
ν , SνηνS

ν† = ην , (A10)

where Mν,phys is the physical mass matrix, which is diagonal. Expanding in powers of mν ,

for mν ≪ mR,Mℓ, we obtain the following eigenvalues:

mν,1 =
m2

ν

mR
− m4

ν

m3
R

+ O(m6
ν) , (A11)

mν,2 = mR +m2
ν

M2
ℓ

m2
R(M2

ℓ −m2
R)

+m4
ν

M4
ℓ (M2

ℓ − 3m2
R)

m3
R(m2

R −M2
ℓ )3

+ O(m6
ν) , (A12)

mν,3 = Mℓ +
m2

ν

2(mR −Mℓ)
−m4

ν

3mR − 5Mℓ

Mℓ(mR −Mℓ)3
+ O(m6

ν) , (A13)

mν,4 = Mℓ −
m2

ν

2(mR +Mℓ)
−m4

ν

3mR + 5Mℓ

Mℓ(mR +Mℓ)3
+ O(m6

ν) , (A14)
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and:

Sν =

















1 − m2
ν

2m2
R

mν

mR

m2
ν√

2Mℓ(Mℓ−mR)

m2
ν√

2Mℓ(Mℓ+mR)

−mν

mR
1 − m2

νM2
ℓ
(M2

ℓ
−3m2

R
)

2m2
R

(m2
R
−M2

ℓ
)2

mν√
2(Mℓ−mR)

− mν√
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− m4
ν

m2
R

M2
ℓ

mνmR

m2
R
−M2

ℓ

− 1√
2
− m2

νmR

4
√

2Mℓ(Mℓ−mR)2
− 1√

2
+ m2

νmR

4
√
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m2
ν

mRMℓ

mνMℓ

m2
R
−M2

ℓ

− 1√
2

+ m2
ν(mR−2Mℓ)

4
√
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1√
2

+ m2
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4
√
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,(A15)

where we have written only the first non-trivial corrections for every entry of Sν . There is a

similar solution for every generation, that can be obtained by considering the corresponding

Dirac neutrino mass mν .

APPENDIX B: INTERACTIONS BETWEEN MASS EIGENSTATES

In this section we show the leptonic interactions between the mass eigenstates. From

Eqs. (7,13,17) we obtain the following neutral current interactions:

LNC = −(Zµ + Z̃µ) [ geL
z ĒLγ

µηeEL + geR
z ĒRγ

µηeER

+ (geL
z − geR

z )Ē iγµ(Se†
L,i2S

e
L,2jPL − Se†

R,i3S
e
R,3jPR)E j

+ gνL
z N̄ iγµ(Sν†

i1 S
ν
1jPL − Sν†

i3 S
ν
3jPL − Sν†

i4 S
ν
4jPR)N j] , (B1)

where PL,R are the Left and Right projectors, we have to sum over i, j = 1, 2, 3 for the

charged leptons and i, j = 1, . . . 4 for the neutral leptons, and a sum over a generation index

is understood. We can see explicitly that the interactions between the charged leptons

are not diagonal because geL
z 6= geR

z . The elements of the matrices Se,ν can be read form

Eqs. (A7) and (A15).

The neutral Higgs interactions are given by:

LNY = − ye√
2
Ē i

R(Se†
R,i1 − Se†

R,i2)(h− h̃+ iP̃ )(Se
L,1j − Se

L,3j)E j
L + h.c.

− yν√
2
N̄ i

RS
ν†
i2 (h− h̃− iP̃ )(Sν

1j − Sν
3j)N j

L + h.c. , (B2)

where a sum over a generation index is understood.

For the charged current and the charged LW-Higgs interactions we obtain:

LCC = − g2√
2
(W+

µ + W̃+
µ )N̄ iγµV (Sν†

i1 S
e
L,1jPL − Sν†

i3 S
e
L,3jPL − Sν†

i4 S
e
R,3jPR)E j + h.c. ,(B3)

LCY = yνN̄ i
RS

ν†
i2 V h̃

+(Se
L,1j − Se

L,3j)E j
L + h.c.

+ yeĒ i
R(Se†

R,i1 − Se†
R,i2)V h̃

−(Sν
1j − Sν

3j)N j
L + h.c. , (B4)
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where a sum over generations is understood.
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